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THE BLOCH CONSTANT OF BOUNDED ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS

ON A MULTIPLY CONNECTED DOMAIN

FLAVIA COLONNA

(Communicated by Clifford J. Earle, Jr.)

Abstract. Let F be an analytic function on the bounded domain R, a

multiply-connected region of the complex plane. The Bloch constant of F

is defined by

ßF= sup(l-|z|2)|(Fop)'(z)|,
|z|<l

where p is a conformai universal cover of R with domain A, the open unit

disk. If F is bounded, then ßF < H-FH^, the sup-norm of F . In this
paper we characterize those functions F for which ßf = \\f\\oc in terms of

the zeros of F when the boundary of R is the union of finitely many curves.

We conclude this paper by showing the existence of extremal functions, and

generalizing the results to bounded harmonic mappings on these domains.

1. Introduction

On any Riemannian manifold M, it is natural to ask which complex-valued

functions are Lipschitz. If we are given a class of Lipschitz functions whose

Lipschitz numbers are bounded, a further natural problem is to classify those

functions in the class whose Lipschitz numbers are the maximum possible. In

[3] the problem was solved for bounded analytic functions on the unit disk.

Most of this paper is devoted to studying bounded analytic functions on planar

domains (with some restrictions), although in §4 we briefly consider analogous

results for complex-valued harmonic functions.

The techniques used here are somewhat different from those of [3]. There,

the main result characterizes the extremal functions in terms of the distribution

of their zeros, and at the same time provides a recipe for constructing examples.

In the present paper, the statement of the main result (Theorem 2) has exactly

the same flavor. The proof requires finding methods for handling the technical

difficulties that arise during the process of pulling back the problem to the unit

disk. It would certainly not be surprising if Theorem 2 were true in greater

generality than we have done here, but it might very well be an empty condition:

The methods we use in the case of the planar surfaces for constructing maximal
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bounded analytic functions are based on the work of Coifman and Weiss [2] and

absolutely require this restriction on 7?. To generalize beyond, new methods

would have to be developed to construct extremal functions. Even if Theorem 2

does generalize completely, it will be quite a challenge to produce examples.

Let / be analytic on A, the open unit disk. The Bloch constant of / is

defined as

ßf=sup(l-\z\2)\f(z)\,
3 |Z|<1

and / is called a Bloch function if /L is finite. The correspondence f i-> ßf

is invariant under right composition by conformai automorphisms of A and

defines a semi-norm. Bloch functions constitute a complex Banach space under

the Bloch norm \\f\\ = \fi(0)\ + /L-. Moreover a function / is Bloch if and

only if it is Lipschitz with respect to the hyperbolic distance a on A and the

euclidean distance in C and ß, is the Lipschitz number of f; namely,

1     z,iW     a(z,w)

(Cf. [4, Theorem 10].) The density we use for a is dz/(l — \z\ ), rather

than the usual 2dz/(l - \z\ ), to avoid an extra factor of 2 in a number of

formulas.

In [3] it is observed that the Bloch constant of a bounded analytic function

never exceeds its sup-norm, and those functions / for which ßf =

suP|zi<i l/(z)l are characterized. Normalizing, we may consider bounded func-

tions as having image in A and the result becomes the following:

Theorem 1. Let f : A —> A be analytic. Then /L = 1 if and only if either f

is a conformai automorphism of A or the zeros ofi f form an infinite sequence

(Zn)n€N  SUch that

limsup|£(z„)|T
f!->00 "

Zn

1 - ZkZn

= 1,

where g is a nonvanishing factor of fi such that fi/g is a Blaschke product.

The above condition can be expressed in terms of the pseudohyperbolic dis-

tance for the unit disk: ^(z, w) = \(z - w)/(l - zw)\, for z,u;eA. The

function ¥ is symmetric, invariant under the action of the group of conformai

automorphisms of A,  and lim,,   j *¥(z, w) = 1, for any w £ A.

The notion of Bloch function can be generalized to analytic functions defined

on other types of domains. The main purpose of this paper is to show that

Theorem 1 may be generalized to functions on bounded planar domains with

boundary a finite union of curves. In §3 we shall prove the existence of analytic

functions F : R —> A satisfying the extremal condition ßF = 1 .

Maurice Heins asked whether Theorem 1 might be generalized to the annulus.

The author originally did this using results of [8, 9, 12] very specific to the

annulus. John Garnett then suggested that smoothness of the boundary might
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be enough to generalize the result to planar domains which turned out to be the

case. The author wishes to thank them both for very helpful conversations.

2.  BLOCH FUNCTIONS ON MULTIPLY-CONNECTED DOMAINS

Let R he a Riemann surface of hyperbolic type and let F be an analytic

function with domain R. If px, p2 : A —► R are conformai universal covers

then px = p2 o y, for some y in the group of cover transformations. Hence

@FoP = PfoP 07 - ßfop ■ Thus we may define F to be a Bloch function if ßF

is finite for some, hence for every, conformai universal cover p . The number

ßF = ßFop is called the Bloch constant of F .

Throughout we will let a, b, ... be points of 7? and za, zb, ... will always

represent chosen points of A such that p(za) = a , p(zb) = b, ... .

Fix a e R and let G(a, -) denote the Green's function on R with singularity

at a. For 7? = A we have G(a, b) = -log\(a-b)/(l-a~b)\. Hence ¥(a, b) =

e~G(a, )   jkis motivates the following:

Definition 1. Let 7? be a Riemann surface of hyperbolic type. For a, b e R

define the pseudohyperbolic distance between a and b as the number <t>ia, b) =
-G(a,b)

e    * ' '.

Using standard properties of the Green's function it follows that O satisfies

the following properties:

(1) 0 is symmetric;

(2) <P is invariant under composition by conformai automorphisms of 7? ;

(3) supèeA 0(a, b) = 1, for any a £ R.

In this work we generalize Theorem 1 to the case of analytic functions / :

7? —» A. In order to do so, however, we need to put some restrictions on the

surface R. We require that 7? be a finitely-connected planar region with no

isolated boundary points. By a theorem of Koebe (cf. [1, p. 211]), 7? is

conformally equivalent to a bounded region with boundary a finite number of

simple closed analytic curves (in fact they can be taken as circles). Keeping in

mind that all our results are invariant under conformai equivalence, without loss

of generality, we may assume in the proofs that 7? is a bounded planar region

whose boundary is the union of simple closed analytic curves. Then fixing

a £ R, the Green's function G(a, -) vanishes continuously on the boundary

of 7?. Hence, in analogy to the pseudohyperbolic distance on the unit disk we

have that <S>(a, b) —► 1, as b approaches a boundary point of R. Furthermore

<P(a, b) is closely related to the pseudohyperbolic distance of the points in the

orbits of a and b by the formula

(1) <*>(a,b) = Y[V(za,yzb),

S

where T is the group of covering transformations of 7?. This is equivalent to
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the equality:

-yzG[p(z),p(z')] = -J2^ê
1 - zyz'l

for z, z £ A, where p is a conformai universal cover of R with domain A (cf.

e.g. [13, p. 529]).
It is well known that for a £ R the sequence of points in the orbit of a

satisfies the Blaschke condition ^2p,z)=a(l-\z\) < oo [11, p. 338]. Let Ba be the

corresponding Blaschke product. It follows that Ba is modulus automorphic;

namely, \Ba oy\ = \BJ , for all y £ T. Note that <t>(a, b) = \Ba(zb)\.

Let F be analytic on 7? with F(R) c A. Then F o p = g FT B , where

(an) constitutes the sequence of the zeros of F and g : A —> A is nonvanishing.

Since each Ba is modulus automorphic, so is g . Hence \g\ induces a function

g on R by g (a) = |g(zfl)|. Thus the modulus of F may be expressed as

follows:

\F(a)\ = g(a)Yl\Ban(a)\ = g(a)Y[<S>(an, a).
n n

Theorem 2. Let R be a finitely-connected domain with no isolated boundary

points, and let F be an analytic function on R such that \F(a)\ < 1 for all

a £ R. Then ßF = 1 if and only if the zeros of F form an infinite sequence

(an)n€N satisfying the condition

(2) limsupg(an)Y[Q>(ak,an) = l.
k¿n

Proof. Let p be a conformai universal cover of 7? with domain A, and let T

he the group of covering transformations. Let fi = F o p : A —> A. Since /

cannot be a conformai automorphism, Theorem 1 implies that ßj=l if and

only if the zeros of / form an infinite sequence (£n) satisfying the condition

(3) limsup|^(Cl,)in^(Cfc,f„) = l,
kjtn

where g is a nonvanishing factor of / such that fi/g is a Blaschke product.

Let it(C„) = IXt^^ffc» C). f<>r all « € tf. Assume that p(Çn) = P(Cm) •
Thus C = YCm for some y e F. Using the invariance of the pseudohyperbolic

distance under the action of the group T, we then see that n(Çn) = 7t(Çm).

Thus n(Q , which is less than 1, depends only on the value p(Q . Hence the

set Z = {p(Cn) : n £ N} of the zeros of F must be infinite in order for ßF

to be equal to 1. Let ax,a2, ... be an enumeration of Z . Let nn = 7t(Çt),

where p(C¡) = an. For each j £ N, pick z, in p~ (a,). Since p" (a) =

{yZj : y e T}, the sequence (Cn)n€N of the zeros of / can be represented in

the form (YZj)J&ft7&.. Fix a zero of /, say Ç, = y0zn. Then \g(t,t)\ = g(an)

and 7tn = \\,k   w(n    , xP(yzk , yozn),  which can be decomposed as follows:

yity0 k¿n,y&~
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Note that XlktntyeTV{Yzk,y0zn) = Fl^K, an) by (1). For a £ R let
us define 6(a) = Iii^er^^a' ZJ > wnere 1 is tne identity. Notice that

this is independent of the choice of the point za in p~x(a). Then nn =

0(a„) Y\k¿n ®(ak ' an) >  and tnus (3) becomes

(4) limsup^Jr^J J] <t>(ak , a„) = 1.
**.

Since 0(a„), £(a„) and í>(flfc, an) belong to the interval (0, 1), formula

(4) implies that

limsup g(an)T]<$(ak,an) = 1.
«-»CO "

k^n

So if ßF = 1 then F must possess infinitely many zeros an , n eN, such that

(2) holds.

For the converse we need to show that if (2) holds then limn_>oo 6(an) = 1 ,

yielding (4). Since (4) is equivalent to (3), it follows that ßF = ß, = 1 .

Note that, unless F is identically zero, the sequence (an) cannot have a

limit point inside 7?, and thus as n tends to infinity, an approaches fr(7?).

Then the converse follows from the following result:

Theorem 3. As a approaches the boundary of R, the number 8(a) tends to 1.

Proof. We first need to study the Green's function near the boundary of R. For

a £ R let b >-> p(a, b) he the solution to the Dirichlet problem with boundary

values log |a - b\. So

p(a, b) = G(a, b) + log\a - b\   for b ^ a.

Let V denote a simply connected subregion of R on which an inverse q of

p is defined: p[q(a)] = a for all a £ V. Since we are only interested in

the behavior of 9 near the boundary we add the assumption that the common

boundary C = frV CtfrR be an analytic arc. Furthermore, by shrinking V if

necessary, we may assume that q is defined in a neighborhood of V in R .

For a, b e V, a -fc b, we define

\q(a)-q(b)\tl(a, b) = n(a, b) - log 11 - q(a)q(b)\ + log
a-b

Letting £(a, a) = p(a, a) - log(l - \q(a)\ ) + lo%\q'(a)\, we have that £ is

continuous on V x V . Later we shall show that ¿¡(a, a) = - log[9(a)]. Since

(5) Ç(a, b) = G(a, b) + log«P[?(a), q(b)],

for a ^ b, it follows that for a £ V the function c;(a, -) is harmonic on

V - {a} and hence on V. We also note that fixing b £ V, lirn^, G(a, b) = 0

and lima^c V[q(a), q(b)] = 1 for all Ç £ C. Thus setting £(b, Ç) = £(£, b) =

0, we get that £ is continuous on {b}xVuVx{b}. Now let 5" be a subset of

V which has positive distance from the boundary of R. Then by the regularity

of the solution to the Dirichlet problem, p is continuous in S x R. Thus £
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is continuous in (SnK)x V. Our aim is to show that for every point Ç £ C,

lima_{£(«, a) = 0.
Since C is an analytic arc, the function q can be analytically extended

across C. In addition, fixing b the function c¡(-, b) vanishes on C. Thus

£(-, b) can also be extended harmonically across C, and thus p can be also.

Call V the domain of the extended functions with V n 7? = V. Fix Ç e C

and let r be chosen so that {a : \a - Ç\ < r} c V. Let s e (0, r) and set

D = {a : \a - Ç| < s} n V. Thus for any b £ D we have the representation

(6) H(a,b) = ^}zjni(f + /V'e, 6)P(0, a)¿0,

where T5 denotes the Poisson kernel in the circle Cr = {\a- (,\ = r} . It would

be nice to use (6) to conclude the continuity of £, but we can only be sure

of the continuity of £ away from C x C. The rest of the proof is aimed at

eliminating this problem. Let M > log(diam7?). For b £ R define uAa) =

M -log\a - b\, a £ R. Then ub is positive superharmonic on R and the

function a i-» ub(a) + log\a - b\ = M is trivially harmonic. By the minimality

property of the Green's function we have G(— ,b)<ub. In particular, then,

p(a, b) < M, and so ¿(a, b) < M-log|a-¿| +logï¥[q(a), q(b)], for a £ V,

and b £ V, and thus Ç is bounded on CrxD. Recall that hrn^ £(a, b) = 0.

Since the integrand in (6) is bounded for all a, b £ D, and 0 < 6 < 2n,  for
if)

every e > 0 there exists a subset J£ c [0, 2n] such that the set {Ç+re : 6 e J£}

has positive distance from C and

2tt ;[0 2*}\J,

Ç(Ç + reld,b)P(8,a)dd < s.

Defining ^(a, b) = ¿ fy <^(C + rew , b)P(8, a)d8 , we then have |<f(a, b) -
i ft

c¡E(a, b)\ < e. Since for 8 e Je, the points Ç + re are bounded away from C,

both Ç(Ç + re , b) and P(8, a) are continuous for 8 £ J£ , and a, b e D.

Thus C is continuous on D x D. Since lim^c^a, b) = 0, for ûéD fixed,

|i,(«, 01 < «. hence |ie(f, C)| = lima^f |í,(«, 01 < e. By the continuity of ££

on D x D, there exists a neighborhood PK of Ç suchthat |£„(û, 6)— íe(C> 01 <

e, for all a, b £ W. So |£e(a, ô)| < 2e, and therefore |f(a, b)\ < 3e, for

a, b £ W. Since e was arbitrary, we conclude that \ima^^(a, a) = 0. To

conclude our argument note that for a £ V we can write

0(fl) = t jn.Víwí«), ff(«)) = hm     V(g(fl),g(¿))

-limw^'ft>     -time-*'»-e-"-'>
b-^ax¥(q(a),q(b))     b^a

by (5). Therefore 8(a) approaches 1 as a tends to a boundary point of R.
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3. Existence of extremal functions

Under the usual hypotheses on R we are going to prove the existence of an

analytic function F : R —> A which maximizes the Bloch constant. For the

purpose we shall make use of the definition of a Blaschke product for 7? given

by Coifman and Weiss in [2].

Let fir(R) = \Jk=x Ck , where each Ck is a simple closed analytic curve and

Cm is the exterior boundary component. The unbounded connected component

of the complement of Cm does not contain any of the curves Ck, 1 < k <

m - 1. Let ds(t) be the element of arc length on fr(7?). For z € 7?, x e fr(R),

Coifman and Weiss defined a Poisson kernel P(z, t) for R and observed that,

for a fixed, the function with domain 7? defined by

b(z, a) = (z - a) /      P(z, t) log |t - a\ ds(t),
Jfr(R)

is a conformai mapping of 7? onto A with m - 1 concentric circular slits

removed, or onto an annulus {r < \z\ < 1} minus m - 2 concentric circular

slits, depending on whether a is an interior or a boundary point of R. They

observed that if a eCk, 1 < k < m , then b(z, a') maps Cm onto the outer

boundary and Ck onto the inner boundary of the annulus {r < \z\ < 1} . If

a £ Cm, then b(z, a) is a constant of modulus one. In addition, assuming

that a £ R is closer to Ck than to any other boundary component, if a' is the

closest point on the boundary to a, then \b(z, a)\ —► 1, as z approaches a .

For a sequence (a„)n€N in 7?, let a'n be a point of fr(7?) suchthat \an-a'n\ =

mmCefr(Ä) \an ~ £1 and assume that ¿~^LX \an - a'n\ < oo. This is the analogue

of the Blaschke condition. Then the function

is analytic on R . Coifman and Weiss named B(z, {an}) a Blaschke product

relative to (an)neN.

Let (an)n€N be an infinite sequence of points of 7? satisfying the following

conditions:

(1) The cluster points of (a„)n€N are contained in Cm .

(2) For each n, dist(an , fr(7?)) = dist(a„ ,Cm).

(3) £„dist(a„,fr(7v))<oc,

It follows that for every integer n , there exists dn £ Cm such that J2n\an~a'n\ =

]r„ dist(an , fr(7?)) < oo , and the Blaschke product relative to (an)neN has the

form B(z, {«„}) = Yln^N^-n^i2 » an) ' wriere Xn are constants of modulus one.

Thus the image of B is contained in the unit disk. From B we shall extract

an extremal function by taking a suitable subsequence of its zeros. But we first

need a technical lemma.

Lemma. Let 0 < a < 1 for n ^ j, and 0 < an n < 1. Assume that for

all j, lim^^ a      = 1 and for all n, An = fT; an j > 0. Then there exists a
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sequence (kn)neN of positive integers such that

lim IT a.   ,   = 1.
n—► 00AA      Kn'Kj

lïk

Proof. The result follows by constructing kn inductively to satisfy the following

conditions:

ak     kak     kak     k '"ak     k > i _ A7A\ and

(Ht)
ex.,  ,, a,   ,, a.   .  ... akr,ktiJikl,k2'Jck,,k3---iJlkl,kl_i   11  ak,,j> 1      7f

7>*(+1

We first observe that if (aj)j€N is a sequence of points of the interval (0,1)

and S is a positive constant such that TJa- < S, then FTCi aj < Ô, f°r all £

sufficiently large.

Now let kx = 1. Then let k2 be any integer k such that

Qfc,i>4 and Qi,2ai,3---ai,*-i<2nau-
7>2

The first inequality is satisfied from some point on by the hypothesis, and the

second because of the observation. We now get

TT Rj>2ai,j 1
1 al  ; = -   - - > ö
7 a, ,a, ,•••», ,    ,       2

j>k2 »>2   L3 1,«2-1

which gives the stated conditions for t = 1. Continuing now, since ak k > |,

we have Tlj>k otk < ^ak k \\]>k ak . Thus we can find some k3 such

that

ak3,klak^,k2 >  g     and     ak2,k2+\ak2,k2+2"'ak2,k2+k1-\ < 1ak,,k,  11 aA:2,;-

7>*J

For this value of k3 we have that

ak2,ktak2,k2 n ak2j > 4

which gives us the relations (77,) for t = 2. Assume that we have found

kx, ... , kt satisfying the sets of conditions (Hx), ... , (Ht_x). Now from the

first condition of (Ht_x), we see that p = 2'a^ k ...ak k    1(2'-1) > 1 . So by

the observation following the definition of (77.), we deduce that T[A, a,     <' J     '        *^i ' J

/ifT". ex. ,, for all k sufficiently large. This inequality can be rewritten as

p Yljlk ak j:> 1 > which implies that Yl'JLk ak ; > 1 —1/2'. On the other hand,

since lim^a^---«^ = 1, the inequality akk[...akk¡ > 1 - l/2,+ 1

holds for all k sufficiently large.  Let kt+x  he any k large enough to satisfy
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both conditions, and notice that this yields both conditions of (Ht). This se-

quence will now satisfy the conclusion of the Lemma.

Relative to each pair of integers (n, j) we define an . = Q>(an , a) for n ^ j

and an = 1. This sequence satisfies the hypotheses of the lemma. Let (kn)n€N

be the sequence of integers given by the lemma. Thus the Blaschke product for

7? relative to the sequence (ak )neN satisfies the condition

(7) Hmn^VV-1-
7j*«

For simplicity of notation we shall rename as an the elements of this subse-

quence and Bo the corresponding Blaschke product for R . Let go be the factor

of \B0\ induced by the modulus automorphic non-vanishing factor of the de-

composition BQop = b0go, where b0 is a Blaschke product. Note that if g¡ is

the corresponding factor of the modulus of the function b- : a e R •-> b(a, a A ,

then g0 = UjÊj ■ Set ânj = g.(an). Since \B0(a)\ -» 1 as a approaches Cm ,

g0(a) does also, whence every factor does and so gAan) -» 1. Thus we may

reapply the lemma to the sequence (àn ) : there exists a sequence (sn)neN of

positive integers such that

(8) liml[gs(as) = l.
;

Let Bx be the Blaschke product relative to the sequence (bn)neN, where

b„ = a^ . Setting g(b) = T]. g (b),  from (7) and (8) we obtain
n s„ J    Sj

}¿n

which proves that ßB = 1.

4. Bloch harmonic mappings on multiply connected domains

A harmonic mapping is a complex-valued function of the form u + iv , where

u and v are harmonic functions. In particular a harmonic mapping is analytic

if v is a harmonic conjugate of u. The characterization of a Bloch function

as a Lipschitz function of the hyperbolic disk into the euclidean plane suggests

a way of defining Bloch for classes of functions other than analytic.

Definition 2. A harmonic mapping h with domain A is called Bloch if it satis-

fies the Lipschitz condition with a global constant when regarded as a function

from the hyperbolic disk into C, endowed with the euclidean metric. The

Lipschitz number of h
. \h(z)-h(w)\
ß. = sup ^—-X—A1

»     z¥¡w     a(z,w)

is called the Bloch constant ofih.

For a further reference to Bloch harmonic mappings, cf. [5].
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A harmonic mapping can be decomposed into a sum of the form f+~g, where

/ and g are analytic functions. Furthermore this decomposition is unique up

to an additive constant.

In [5] it was shown that the Bloch constant of a harmonic mapping h = f+~g

can be expressed in terms of the derivatives of / and g by

ßh = sup(l-\z\2)[\fiJ(z)\ + \g'(z)\].
|Z|<1

In particular, if « is a harmonic function and v is a harmonic conjugate of

u and f = u + iv is the corresponding analytic function, then ßu = ßv = ßr ■

As in the corresponding analytic case, it is possible to generalize the notion

of Bloch harmonic mapping on the disk to other types of domains. A harmonic

mapping 77 with domain R, a hyperbolic Riemann surface, is called Bloch if

h = 77op is a Bloch harmonic mapping in the sense of Definition 2, where p is

a conformai universal cover of R with domain A. Of course, this definition is

independent of the choice of p. Furthermore, we define the Bloch constant of

77 by ßH = ßh. This may be taken as the definition of ßH, or equivalently,

we may define ßH by the formula in Definition 2, letting a be the hyperbolic

metric on 7? such that p is a local isometry.

In [4] it was shown that a harmonic mapping h : A —> A is necessarily Bloch

with Bloch constant ßh < 4/n , with equality holding if and only if there exist

a constant Ç of modulus one and an extremal analytic function / : A —> A

thought of as a map of the hyperbolic disk into itself such that

Re(£/z) = -Arg''1

where Arg denotes the principal branch of the argument. This result is only

partially extendable to non-simply connected domains. Under the usual condi-

tions that R he a bounded domain whose boundary is a finite union of simple

closed analytic curves, an immediate consequence of this definition and [5] is

the following:

Theorem 4. Let H be a harmonic mapping with domain R and such that

\H(a)\ < 1 for a £ R. Then ßH < 4/n. Let F : R -> A be analytic with

ßF = 1. Then for

H = ArA'+r

we have ßH = 4/n.

But the converse to this result, which holds in the case of the disk, is false

in general, even in the simplest case of a doubly-connected region. We now

construct a function 77 on an annulus with ßH = 4/n but for which there

does not exist any function F analytic on the annulus such that Re(ÇH) =

\ Arg ( j3j J . (Actually since 77 is real-valued we may dispense with the Ç

and the taking of the real part.)
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Let 0 < s < 1 and let y(z) = (s + z)/(l + sz). Then y generates a discrete

subgroup T of the Möbius transformations taking A into itself. The quotient

A/r is topologically an annulus which may be identified with the set

2

R = {r < \z\ < j},    where r = exp '
21og(ií§)

Let p : A —> R be a conformai universal cover. The harmonic function

h(z) = -Arg
n     °\1-

with domain A, is invariant under the action of y so, there is a unique har-

monic function 77 with domain 7? such that Hop = h.  Thus ßH = 4/n.

Assume that
2 .     fl+Fy

for some analytic function F : R —► A, and let f = F o p. Then / is analytic

on A and f o x = f, for all % £ Y. In particular / is not a conformai

automorphism of the disk. But

2A     (l+fi(z)\      2A     /1 + z
-Arg   -—J-A-J-\ =-Arg'
n     b\l-f(z))     n     6Vl

so for all z e A, there exists a real number r(z) such that

l-fi(z)     r[Z)l-z-

Thus

r{2)=A+fW\{'- H)i-f(z)J Vi
is analytic on A, but it is also real-valued. Hence r(z) is a constant c. So

letting a = (c - l)/(c + 1), we solve the above equation to get f(z) = (a + z)/

(1 +az), which is a conformai automorphism of A, contradicting the assump-

tion.
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